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DODGE RAM 2500/3500 ACCESSORIES

BIG ON SIZE. BIG ON
APPEARANCE.
When you’re looking for a big payload of
good looks and great performance, these
custom chrome accessories deliver the
goods on both fronts.
1. CHROME FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR.
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Stylish deflector creates an air stream to
help deflect gravel, dirt and bugs up and
away from your Ram’s hood and windshield.
2. CHROME HONEYCOMB GRILLE.
Make a bold statement right up front with
this custom grille that’s constructed of
billet aluminum with a honeycomb design.
Besides offering a unique look, it also meets
all Chrysler LLC standards for durability.
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3. CHROME BODYSIDE MOULDINGS.
Help protect your Ram’s sheet metal
in substantial style with this popular
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accessory. Set of four.
4. CHROME TUBULAR SIDE STEPS.
Four-inch oval chromed aluminum side
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steps feature Black moulded end caps,
slip-resistant step pads and heavy-duty,
drill-free mounting brackets.
5. CLEARANCE RUNNING LIGHTS.
Production-style lights are mounted
on the roof to help increase your truck’s
visibility – not to mention some custom
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good looks.
6. FUEL FILLER DOOR.
Add a touch of brilliance to your Ram with
this chrome fuel filler door featuring a
unique one-piece design.

6
SHOWN ON COVER: CHROME HONEYCOMB GRILLE MAKES A BOLD STATEMENT UP FRONT.

FOR HEAVY-DUTY
PERFORMANCE,
DODGE ACCESSORIES
GET THE JOB DONE.
1. RAM RACK.(1)
This multifunctional, high-quality transport
system securely attaches to truck beds.
Shown on the Ram 2500 Power Wagon®
and shown below. Additional items
available for short or long beds include
the Toolbox Mounting Kit, Cargo Bed
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Divider Kit and Locking Knobs.
2. TELESCOPING TRAILER TOW
MIRRORS.
These fold-out towing mirrors, shown
on the Ram Quad Cab®, feature blind-spot
visibility and premium glass. The sturdy
steel mount helps ensure stable,
vibration-free reflections.
3. PREMIUM SIDE STEPS.
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These stylishly substantial steps
feature moulded end caps and drill-free
installation. Integrated black buttons
run the length of the stepping surface
to help provide an easier entry and exit
with minimal slippage. Shown on Ram
3500 Quad Cab.
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(1)

Properly secure all cargo.
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DIAMOND PLATE:
A WORKING MAN’S
BEST FRIEND.
Show your rig how much you care by
equipping her with our Diamond Plate
accessories. These heavy-duty accessories
come with built-in durability resulting from
a special manufacturing technique.
1. DIAMOND PLATE TOOL BOX.
Indisputably durable aluminum tool box
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features dual lids as well as a protective
seal coat, continuous body welds, stainless
steel hinges and locking lids. Tool box
mounts in front of bed with our exclusive
support brackets. Single-lid tool box is also
available.
2. DIAMOND PLATE SIDE STEPS.
Dirt and scratches can step aside with these
anodized aluminum, scratch-resistant side
steps. Heavy-duty mounting brackets are
included to help ensure thousands of
entrances and exits on your truck. Side
steps available for both single and dual
rear-wheel applications.
3. DIAMOND PLATE BED EXTENSIONS.
Now you can extend your hardworking Side
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Steps with these extensions, designed for
easier bed access and extra versatility. The
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Side Steps and Bed Extensions are formed
to meet the vehicle’s pinch welds to
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provide a more refined look.
4. DIAMOND PLATE SPLASH GUARDS.
These heavy-duty Splash Guards feature a
diamond plate pattern for a polished, yet
no-nonsense appearance. Fits single- and
dual-wheel trucks.
5. DIAMOND PLATE BED RAIL
PROTECTORS.
Keep that body beautiful. Rail Protectors
safeguard your truck’s bed rails from
dents, dings and scratches. Tailgate and
Front Bed Protectors are also available.
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6. GOOSENECK TRAILER HITCH.(1)

jumper cables, flashlight, refl ector,

Designed to handle your toughest towing

fire extinguisher, emergency tape,

needs, the Gooseneck Trailer Hitch is

multipurpose knife, gloves and water.

powder-coated to Dodge corrosion standards

12. FOLD-OUT TRAILER TOW MIRRORS.

and installs securely in the pickup bed.

These fold-out towing mirrors include

The hitch attaches directly to the frame

blind-spot visibility and premium glass on

rails and installs easily without the need for

a sturdy steel mount to help ensure stable,

welding and requires only minimum drilling.

vibration-free reflections.

The hitch ball incorporates a quick-release
handle that returns your truck bed to a level
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bed floor in seconds when needed.

13. TELESCOPING TRAILER TOW
MIRRORS.
These mirrors feature convex spotter glass

7. HITCH RECEIVER.(1)

and are wider and configured for increased

Your Ram will really haul when it’s

visibility when towing large objects.

equipped with our two-inch Hitch Receiver

Mirrors are mounted on an arm extension

that features an ElectroCoat primer with

that enables them to slide away from

a Black, polyester-baked topcoat finish.

the vehicle for a better view. They also

Hitch Receiver Plug included. Hitch Ball,(2)

feature lighted turn signals and defrost

Hitch Mount(2) and Wiring Harness (2) also

functions.

available.
14. HEAVY-DUTY RUBBER
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8. TOW HOOKS.

SPLASH GUARDS.

Pull just about anything out of anywhere

You’ll make a splash with these guards

with these Black, forged-steel hooks that

constructed of ultra-thick rubber for

mount to your truck’s frame.

maximum protection and style. Splash

9. WARN® WINCH.

guards are sold in pairs and feature the

Here’s a friend with major pull. Warn Winch

Ram’s Head logo. Rear Splash Guards

features an automatic load-holding brake,

available for single and dual rear wheels.

a three-state planetary gearset with a

15. FLAT LOAD FLOOR LINER.

Hawse Fairlead and a heavy steel cable.

This unique accessory is constructed of

Remote control with lead included.

durable Black steel and provides you with a

Winch requires Mounting Kit (2) for

complete flat floor to assist you with cargo

installation. Available for Ram 2500

storage. Available for Quad Cab® models.

and 3500 4x4 gas engines. Heavy-duty
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charging system is recommended.

16. FORMED CARPET FLOOR MATS.
We think big when it comes to these floor

10. WINCH ACCESSORY KIT.

mats. The mats are molded to match the

This heavy-duty kit includes a snatch

contours of your truck’s floor, with raised

block, tree trunk protector, shackles,

sidewalls to help protect the carpet.

recovery chain or strap and leather gloves.

Available in Slate Grey or Khaki. Rear

Accessory Kit is packaged in a soft nylon

mat available for Quad Cab and Mega

storage bag and includes instructions to

Cab® models.

help you out of any situation.
11. ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT.
Be prepared for any unexpected situation.
The Roadside Safety Kit comes loaded
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with handy emergency tools including

(1)
Check Owner’s Manual for hitch type, load
capacity and heavy-duty equipment required.
Do not exceed the rated tow capacity of vehicle
as equipped. Trailering may require some items
not supplied by Mopar®. (2)Sold separately.

A HIGHER STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE.
Authentic Dodge Accessories are constructed

2

1
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of the highest quality materials – materials

Get the benefits of a lightweight cover

tested and proven to help them stand the

with the durability of an aluminum frame.

test of time, meet a more demanding quality

The structural foam panels are rust- and

standard and deliver optimum performance.

corrosion-resistant and feature a four-

Our Fabric Tonneau Covers are made from

panel design. Opening and stacking the

material that is UV-resistant, fade- and

hinged cover from the rear is a simple

shrink-resistant as well as mildew- and

two-step process that takes seconds. The

water-resistant. And our exterior metal

front panel also opens for easy access to

accessories undergo the same ElectroCoat

cargo stored in the front of the bed.

paint process as your vehicle for additional

Sturdy, flush-mount locks secure both

protection against rust, wear and corrosion.

tailgate and cover.

1. FIBREGLASS TONNEAU COVER.

6. SNAPLESS PREMIUM SOFT TONNEAU

This hardbody features a resin-reinforced

COVER.(1)

honeycomb design for durability and

Soft cover features a mildew-, water-

a corrosion-resistant aluminum frame

and UV-resistant fabric, as well as an

for added strength. Durable dual-wall

aluminum frame custom fit to your truck’s

construction includes an inner liner and

bed. The cover also features bows to help

an outer liner to help prevent cracks. The

reduce water pooling and is easy to install

cover raises with the help of two gas-

and remove. Unique over centre-style

assisted dampers and features a built-in

clamps secure the frame to the truck bed

tailgate lock for added security. Available

with no drilling required.

in all body-colours for Ram 1.95 m

INTEGRATED SPOILER.(1)

2. TAILGATE SPOILER.

Not only does this cover deliver plenty

Add an extra touch of attitude to

of protection for your cargo against the

your 2500 or 3500 with this stylish

elements, it also provides a unique look

accessory that’s aerodynamically

with its vibration-free, race-inspired spoiler.

and offers added protection to the
top of the tailgate area.
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3. BED SIDE RAILS.(1)

designed to handle motorcycles, ATVs,
lawn and garden equipment and any other
type of machinery you need to transport.

these sporty two-inch-diameter steel rails.

The ramp features a rubberized non-slip

Available either in a chrome (shown) or

tailgate protector and folds jackknife-style

Black finish.

for easy storage. Safety straps and hooks

4. TRIFOLD TONNEAU COVER.(1)

included, individual ramps sold separately.

quickly and totally removed in seconds.
The quick-release latches allow for
fast operation.
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8. CARGO RAMPS.
This lightweight aluminum ramp is

Enhance the look of your truck’s bed with

This soft folding cover can be installed

7

7. HARD TONNEAU COVER WITH

(6.4-foot) beds.

designed to improve fuel efficiency

4

5. HARD FOLDING TONNEAU COVER.(1)

STYLISH SUBSTANCE FOR THE LONG HAUL.
9. OVER-THE-RAIL BEDLINER.(1)

15. PICKUP BOX UTILITY RAILS.

Help protect your truck’s bed and bed

Anodized aluminum rails attach to

rails with this polyethylene blend Skid

inside walls of bed and are designed to

Resistor bedliner. Tailgate Cover

accommodate all Mopar® bed-mount sports

(included) has built-in cup holders

and cargo carriers. Utility rails also feature
adjustable cleats that slide along the rail

and provides added tailgate protection.
10. UNDER-THE-RAIL BEDLINER.

system to secure cargo of various sizes.

Skid Resistor bedliner’s ribbed construction

16. SPORT UTILITY BARS.

(1)
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helps keep cargo from shifting, promotes

Built of heavy-duty Silver anodized

water drainage from bed and includes

aluminum, these durable bars feature

built-in supports to split cargo. The liner

T-slots that allow for quick carrier

is moulded of a high-density

installation. Bars attach to the Pickup

polyethylene blend for added durability.

Box Utility Rails.

Tailgate Cover also included.

17. BED-MOUNT CARGO BASKET.(1)(2)

11. BED MAT.(1)

Basket is designed to carry cargo safely

Kiss dents and scratches to your truck’s

and securely above your truck bed in

bed floor and tailgate goodbye. Nylon-

conjunction with the cargo net (sold

reinforced rubber mat removes easily for

separately) and provides two-tier loading
for added storage.

cleaning and features the Dodge logo.
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(1)

12. MOULDED BED RAIL PROTECTORS.

18. BED-MOUNT BIKE CARRIERS.

Enhance the look of your truck while

For two-wheel adventures, our Bed-Mount

protecting the bed rails with these UV

Bike Carriers feature the Fork-Mount style

fade-resistant, TPO plastic protectors.

that carries one bike securely by the front

13. BED RUG.(1)(2)

fork and rear wheel and the Upright style

This premium bed protector features a

that carries one bike locked by the frame

plastic polymer surface that is stain-

with both wheels secured. Both carriers

resistant from fluid, oil, gas and grease.

mount to Sport Utility Bars (sold separately).

Acids, solvents, chemical compounds

19. BED-MOUNT SKI AND

and petroleum products will not damage

SNOWBOARD CARRIER.

the carpet-like exterior plastic fibre surface

Designed to hold up to six pairs of skis,

or foam bottom.

four snowboards, or a combination of the

14. BED RAIL CARGO MANAGEMENT

two. Carrier features corrosion-resistant

LIGHTING SYSTEM.

lock covers and either-side opening.

Lights run the length of the side rails

20. BED EXTENDER.(1)(2)

and illuminate the truck bed to make

Tubular aluminum bed extender attaches

loading and unloading easier at night.

to the rear of the bed and pivots in (for a

It’s the ideal accessory when your Ram

divider) and out for added storage and

is equipped with a Tonneau Cover.

convenience.
(1)
Available for 1.95 m (6.4-foot) and 2.43 m
(8-foot beds). (2)Properly secure all cargo.
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TAKE A CUSTOM STEP UP IN CAPABLE FUNCTION.

2

1

4

5

1
3
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1. TUBULAR SIDE STEPS.

5. WHEEL-TO-WHEEL TUBULAR

Step in and step out on the town.

SIDE STEPS.

Steps feature Black moulded end caps,

You’ll never be short on functional style

slip-resistant step pads, and heavy-duty,

with these four-inch oval chromed

drill-free mounting brackets. They are

aluminum side steps that run from wheel

also mandrel bent to ensure that they

well to wheel well. No drilling required.

maintain a consistent diameter.

Available for Quad Cab models only.

Available in four-inch oval Black or

6. STAINLESS STEEL THREE-INCH

chrome (shown) for Regular Cab and

ROUND TUBULAR SIDE STEPS.

Quad Cab® models and chrome for Mega

Deck out your truck with these side steps

Cab® models.

that feature Black textured stepping

2. STIRRUP SIDE STEP.

surfaces and the Dodge Ram’s Head logo.

Get a quick step up with this Stirrup Side

No drilling required. Available for Quad

Step that mounts to the side of the truck at

Cab models only.

either door for quick access to the cab. The

7. ALUMINUM RUNNING BOARDS.

step features a non-skid surface and an

Designed for minimal slippage and maximum

ElectroCoat primer with a Black, polyester-

looks that won’t rust, these running boards

baked topcoat finish for durable good looks.

feature integrated front splash guards and

3. BED STEP.

rear moulded end caps to keep them

This retractable step attaches to your

cleaner and safer to use. They are also

Ram’s rear bumper mount to provide

custom-designed to the unique contours of

an intermediate platform between the

your Ram to ensure a precise fit. Fits cab

ground and the bumper, making it much

section only for Regular and Quad Cab

easier to step up into the tailgate or bed

models.

of your Ram. The spring-loaded cam

8. PREMIUM TUBULAR SIDE STEPS.

allows the step to be easily extended

These premium steps feature extra-wide,

down by stepping on it and retracts with

textured stepping surfaces for easy entry

a slight push.

and exit and mount securely with

4. POWER RETRACTABLE

corrosion-resistant, ElectroCoated steel

RUNNING BOARDS.

mounting brackets. No drilling required.

Get a step up on convenience. These Black

Available for Quad Cab models only.

powder-coated aluminum running boards

9. PREMIUM SIDE STEPS.

electronically extend from under the driver

These stylishly substantial steps feature

and passenger doors for easy entry and exit.

moulded end caps and drill-free installation.

They are activated as the door opens,

Integrated black buttons run the length of

retract when doors close and are seamlessly

the stepping surface to help provide an

hidden under your Ram when not in use.

easier entry and exit with minimal slippage.

A safety clutch stops the steps from

Available for Quad Cab models only.

opening or closing when an obstacle or
resistance is encountered. Weather-tight
control components ensure long-lasting
operation. Available for Quad Cab only.
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SHOW AND GO.
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10. FOG LIGHTS.(1)

17. CHROME EXHAUST TIP.

The choice is clear. Designed to integrate

Show off your truck’s rear end with a

seamlessly into the lower front bumper,

bold, corrosion-resistant exhaust tip.

our Fog Lights improve your visibility in

18. SLUSH MATS.(2)

inclement weather.

These mats feature deep grooves to help

11. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS.

prevent water, snow and mud from doing a

These tinted, acrylic visors let you partially

number on your carpet. Available in Slate

open your window and still remain dry during

Grey or Khaki. Rear mats are available for

inclement weather.

Quad Cab and Mega Cab models.

12. FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR.

19. PREMIUM FLOOR MATS.(2)

Good looks are up front with this stylish air

Plush enough to go barefoot, yet durable

deflector, designed to help deflect road

enough to stand up to the elements. Mats

spray, dirt and bugs up and away from your

are colour-matched to your Ram’s interior

windshield. Available in tinted (shown),

in Slate Grey or Khaki and feature either

chrome and select body-colours.

the Dodge Ram’s Head, HEMI® Powered or

13. WHEEL FLARES.

Cummins® logo. Rubber-nibbed backing

Add a little flair (and protection) to your

with driver’s side positive retention helps

wheel wells. Moulded Black plastic flares

keep mats in place. Rear mat is available

install easily and are designed to minimize

for Quad Cab and Mega Cab models.

damage from road debris. Available for

20. FUEL-OPERATED CABIN HEATER.

Regular, Quad Cab® and Mega Cab® models.

This Fuel-Operated Cabin Heater provides

14. WHEEL WELL LINERS.

supplemental heat to the passenger cabin,

Protect your Ram’s rear wheel wells from

eliminating the need to idle your Cummins

damage caused by gravel, salt and other

diesel engine. Includes programmable timer

road debris while enhancing your truck’s

for up to three starts per day. Available for

appearance with a more finished look.
15. FUEL FILLER DOOR.
Add a bright complement to your Ram

both automatic and manual transmissions.
(1)

Check provincial and local regulations for
restrictions on installation and use. (2)Front mats
available for all 2500 and 3500 models.

with this two-piece design available in
brushed aluminum (shown) or chrome.
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16. DOOR SILL GUARDS.
Brushed stainless steel guards feature
Dodge logo and help protect interior sills
from scratches. Available in a set of
two for front doors.
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PREMIUM ELECTRONICS:
TURN ON AND TAKE OFF.

1

1. DVD REAR SEAT VIDEO™.

GARMIN nüvi® 205.

Now your kids can watch their favourite

This GPS system features an anti-glare

movies from the best seats in the house,

display with 2-D or 3-D map detail,

with no lines and no waiting. The integrated,

turn-by-turn voice directions and

single-disc entertainment system features

touch-screen controls. It also comes

a flip-down seven-inch LCD screen. Also

preloaded with City Navigator® NT street

featured in the system are auxiliary

maps for the United States and parts of

inputs for a video camera, CD, MP3 and

Canada, hotels, restaurants and more.

popular video games, plus two wireless

GARMIN nüvi® 265W.

headphones and an infrared remote. The

Step up to the 265W and you’ll add an

audio is accessible through the vehicle’s

anti-glare widescreen display, text-to-

sound system and/or through the wireless

speech and Bluetooth™ capabilities.

headphones. And unlike some other

Plus, the same quality features packed in

brands, this system is constructed of

every system, including 2-D or 3-D map

automotive-grade components to withstand

detail, turn-by-turn voice directions and

vibrations and extreme temperatures.

touch-screen controls. The 265W also

This Authentic Dodge Accessory is

comes preloaded with City Navigator® NT

available for Quad Cab® and Mega Cab®

street maps for the United States and

models without sunroofs.

parts of Canada, hotels, restaurants and

2. REMOTE START.(1)

more.

Hit the ground running with the ability

GARMIN nüvi® 880.

to start your vehicle with a touch of a

This premium system features voice

button. The system operates seamlessly

recognition software that lets you keep

with your vehicle’s factory electronic

both hands on the wheel as you navigate

security system and projects a signal that is

the road ahead. Other features include a

strong enough to transmit through solid

widescreen display, 2-D or 3-D preloaded

walls. It also features anti-code-grabbing

maps, an FM transmitter and an integrated

technology to help keep your signal

traffic receiver that gives you alerts about

secure. And for added convenience, your

delays and road construction on your route.

vehicle gives you visual (flashing lights)

It also includes many “must have”

and auditory (horn) confirmation of

entertainment and travel tools including

remote start operation.

a MP3 player, audio book player

3. GARMINTM NAVIGATION SYSTEMS.

(subscription to Audible.com required)

The Garmin nüvi series packs plenty of

JPEG picture viewer, currency converters

features in each unit. And each nüvi

and more.

system’s rechargeable lithium-ion battery
and sleek design makes it easy to slip into

2
(1)

3

Available for 2500 and 3500 models with gas engines. Check provincial and local laws on the use of remote starters. (2)Requires satellite receiver/antenna kit,
installation kit and satellite radio subscription service. (3)You can retain your current wireless carrier and wireless phone number (and one bill) as long as your wireless
phone employs Bluetooth Hands-Free Profile version 1.0 or higher.

your pocket or purse for portable navigation.

MOVE AND GROOVE.
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5. NAVIGATION RADIO (REC).

uconnect studios.(2)

This AM/FM stereo with DVD navigation

A uconnect studios feature, SIRIUS™

provides you with turn-by-turn directions

Satellite Radio delivers 120 channels,

for the continental United States and

including 100% commercial-free music

parts of Canada. Highlights include voice

plus world-class sports, talk, entertainment,

instruction in three languages, automatic

traffic and weather. For more information,

reroute calculation, full-map displays

go to sirius.ca. Available on RAQ, RAK,

and more.

REF and REC Radios.

6. REC BEZEL APPLIQUÉ.

uconnect phone.(3)

Add a warm contrast to your Ram’s

This voice-activated system is controlled

high-tech appearance. Appliqué features

through your radio, allowing you to dial your

a durable laminate finish for long-lasting

wireless phone through voice commands.

wear and appeal and is custom-

It also lets you control your iPod® through

contoured to your Ram’s instrument

the radio and steering wheel controls,

panel for a seamless fit. Available

letting you listen to your favourite tunes

in Woodgrain for Laramie models (shown)

in digital audio quality. Cable sold

and Slate Grey or Khaki for ST and SLT

separately for iPod integration.

models. Designed for REC Radio only.

11. INTERFACE MODULE FOR iPod.

7. KICKER® SOUND SYSTEMS.

This FM-bounded system allows you to

Authentic Dodge Accessories offers

listen to your favourite music through your

exclusive audio system upgrade

vehicle’s audio system. iPod music file

components and packages from KICKER,

navigation is maintained by the iPod

the world’s premier high performance

click wheel. An Integration Kit for iPod®

car audio manufacturer. KICKER

is also available that lets you control your

speakers and upgrade packages have

iPod through the radio and steering

been designed specifically for your Dodge

wheel controls.

vehicle, so you get automotive sound the
way it was intended. And best of all,
KICKER parts install easily: bolt them in

10

and then plug them in. No cutting or
soldering is required!
8. RAQ RADIO.
AM/FM stereo with six-disc CD/MP3 changer.
9. RAK RADIO.
AM/FM stereo with cassette, six-disc CD/
MP3 changer and mini stereo audio
input jack.
10. REF RADIO.
AM/FM stereo with single-disc CD
player and mini stereo audio input jack.

7
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PERFORMANCE YOU CAN’T PASS UP.
1. KATZKIN LEATHER SEATS.

2

3. CAT-BACK EXHAUST SYSTEMS.

Create your own stylish interior worthy

Our Performance Cat-back Exhaust Systems

of such a capable ride. Katzkin offers

feature aircraft-quality T304 stainless steel

premium leather packages with

construction with mandrel-bent tubing,

embroideries, piping, two-tones, suede

stainless band clamps and polished tips.

and much more in many different

These free-flow systems provide horsepower

colours. Ask your dealer for more

and torque gain, improved fuel economy

information.

and a deeper tone.

2. COLD AIR INTAKE KITS.
These kits provide noticeable horsepower
and torque gains under varying atmospheric
conditions. With an aggressive sound, these
intakes provide performance you can hear
and feel. Cold Air Intake Kits include all
necessary mounting hardware and a
pre-oiled washable and reusable filter.
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AUTHENTIC DODGE ACCESSORIES.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR FAMILY CONNECTIONS.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES:

When you enhance your Ram with Authentic Dodge Accessories by Mopar®, you gain far

As a valued Chrysler, Jeep® or Dodge owner, you’re in good company. And your vehicle

more than substantial style, premium protection, powerful performance or extreme

is just the beginning. See all the exciting benefits your family connections can get you

entertainment. You also benefit from the authentic difference found only in an original

at Chrysler Canada Inc.

equipment accessory. It’s a difference you’ll recognize in the higher standards and tighter

CHRYSLER FINANCIAL

tolerances required of original equipment accessories. And one you’ll appreciate in our

AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES BY MOPAR

Bed Tie-Downs
Bed Web Net
Decal Kits
Diesel Cold Weather Package
Door Edge Guards
Engine Block Heater
Flat Splash Guards
Headphones
Locking Gas Cap
Moulded Splash Guards
Premium Vehicle-Care Products
Seat Covers
Skid Plates
Smoker’s Packages
Trailering Accessories
Vehicle Cover
Vinyl Storage Kit
Wheel Locks
Windshield Sunshade

stricter testing measures, from impact performance tests to harsh on- and off-road

CHRYSLER, JEEP® AND DODGE SERVICE

durability testing. Choose the full line of accessories that feature a fit, finish and

CERTIFIED PRE-OWNED VEHICLES

functionality designed specifically for your Ram. Check us out at mopar.ca.

CHRYSLER SERVICE CONTRACTS

dodge.ca>>mopar.ca>>1-800-361-3700

Since the time of printing, some of the information you’ll find in this catalogue may have been updated. The appearance of accessories shown may vary depending on vehicle application. See your dealer for the latest Mopar
product information. Visit the Mopar website at mopar.ca. ©2008 Chrysler Canada Inc. All rights reserved. Dodge and Chrysler are registered trademarks of Chrysler Canada Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Chrysler LLC.
Jeep is a registered trademark of Chrysler LLC used under licence by Chrysler Canada Inc. Mopar, HEMI, Power Wagon, Quad Cab and Mega Cab are registered trademarks of Chrysler LLC. Cummins is a registered trademark
of Cummins, Inc. Kicker is a registered trademark of Stillwater Designs and Audio, Inc. SIRIUS and the dog logo are trademarks of SIRIUS Satellite Radio Inc. iPod is a registered trademark and the iPod design is a trademark
of Apple Computers, Inc. Bluetooth and the Bluetooth logos are trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., U.S.A., and are used by Chrysler under licence. Warn is a registered trademark of Warn Industries, Inc. Garmin, nüvi
and City Navigator are registered trademarks of Garmin Ltd.

